Connect² Reliability

When a life is on the line
Proven, reliable connectors are here

From disposable or durable connectors to custom low friction or silicone cable solutions, you can rely on the Fischer Connectors experts to help you optimize your medical device.

Find out how we can help you build smaller, better devices.

www.fischerconnectors.com
Fischer Connectors is an ISO 13485 certified company that has been designing, manufacturing and distributing high performance push-pull connectors and cable assembly solutions for almost 60 years. Proven to be reliable on very demanding environments, Fischer Connectors’ products are ideal for medical equipment.

Connect² Reliability

It’s not just about innovative products, it’s about empowering you to design stronger, smaller, lighter, or more durable solutions for your customers.

Fischer Core Series & UltiMate™ Series
- Standard solutions or customized product development
- Sealed (up to IP68) / hermetic
- Lightweight and compact connectors

Fischer Plastic Series
- Plastic housing providing a high degree of electrical insulation and shock-protection
- Sterilizable up to thousands of cycles
- Color coding system for easy identification

Fischer MiniMax™ Series - When less is more!
- Miniaturization; less than 7 mm inside the box
- High density; 24 pins in 12mm diameter
- Unique combination of 20 signal + 4 power pins

Fischer FiberOptic Series - Robust Optical Performance
- IP68 mated, IP67 unmated, shock & vibration resistant
- Easy cleaning
- Fast mating

Connect² Innovation

EMS uses Fischer Core Series for its Swiss DolorClast®

Fischer Connectors created a unique solution for the Maquet CARDIOHELP

Fischer Connectors created a unique solution for the development of the Easy.Macro.View

Dental-Moving has chosen Fischer Connectors for the development of the Easy.Macro.View

Contact us
For more information visit www.fischerconnectors.com or call us

Headquarters
Fischer Connectors SA
Ch. du Glapin 20
1162 Saint-Prex
Switzerland
Phone +41 21 800 95 95
mail@fischerconnectors.ch
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